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Paul wrote, “Think of
us in this way, as servants
of Christ and stewards of
God’s mysteries.” - 1
Corinthians 4:1 (NRSV)
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with studies and
consultations”

On November 16,
His Excellency Governor Adrian Davis at their
joint press conference
last week, while calmly
noting and summarising
the agenda of the just
completed annual British
Overseas Territories Consultative Council (OTCC)

meeting in London this
week, the Hon. Premier
Reuben Meade was fiery
in his criticisms of HMG
for what he considers
as ‘nonsense delays’ of
Montserrat’s solutions for
and progress to economic
development.
Both the Governor

and the Premier departed
for London on the weekend for the meeting that
was held on November
23-24, with the Premier attending bi-lateral meetings
with both FCO (Foreign
Commonwealth Office)
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Delta Petroleum Ltd.
former employees
face theft charges
Delta Petroleum Limited former employees face
charges including theft
Arrests of two former
Delta Petroleum Limited
female employees who have
been charged with theft
totalling together over Eastern Caribbean $239,000,
have brought to light and
the end of much rumours,
reports and speculation of
major wrong doings with
tight-lipped officials being
brought in from overseas to
manage the bulk, petroleum
and propane business at
Carrs Bay.
Misses Yolanda Royer
and Daunelle Hussey ap-
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G uyanese

speak on their
upcoming elections

According to Caribbean
News Now President Bharrat
Jagdeo issued a proclamation
on Sunday, October 9, declaring Monday, November 28,
2011, as the date for the holding of general and regional
elections in Guyana.
Guyanese overseas residents and writers have been
having their last say, commenting on their observations
and desires for their country
leading to the elections.
Felicia Persaud, founder
of NewsAmericasNow, CaribPR Wire and Hard Beat
Communications, wrote on
Fri. Nov. 18, 2011 in New
York, NY:
Come November 28th,
voters in Guyana will go to
the polls to elect a new government and hopefully take
the chance to free themselves
of the “Sword of Damocles”
that’s installed itself over their
heads since 1992.
Guyanese Finally Have
A Chance To Rid Themselves Of The “Sword of
Damocles”
Guyanese have a chance
to make this a reality with the
APNU come November 28th.
It is unfortunate that the Alliance For Change refuses to see
the bigger picture and remains
focused on self-empowerment
rather than a unity government
that can surely send the PPP/C
to the bone yard where they
belong.
A united front is the magic formula that will melt away
the “Sword of Damocles” and
begin the process of returning Guyana to a country that
can be respected and not one
where Guyanese are forced to
hang their heads in shame.
The embarrassment
would be all too much to bear
if the PPP/C and the likes of a
Donald Ramotar administration is handed the powers to
continue business as usual.
Guyanese voters must not let
that happen if the future of this
nation is to be salvaged. The
power is in the vote for change
and for a national government
that will send the PPP/C and
the “Sword of Damocles”
packing.
The Montserrat Reporter
(TMR) took to the street on
Wednesday, November 9, to
get the views of Guyanese
living on Montserrat.
Horticulturist
I want to see Guyanese
living in unity. One people,

one nation, one destiny. I want
to see Guyana’s economy
booming. Whichever government wins needs manage the
resources properly. I would
like them to upgrade the sea
defences to minimise flooding. They need to re-establish

the National Service to educate the youths. That would
discipline the youths. They are
the future of tomorrow. I want
them to secure our borders.
Teacher and nurses need to
be paid properly to avoid the
brain drain. I hope we have a
peaceful election.

it down. We would get more
investors once crime is down
but don’t invest and rape the
country. It’s all about equality
and balancing our resources,
everybody needs to get a
piece of the pie so they need
to move away from race-based
politics.
Former President of the
Golden Arrowhead
We need changes, we
need a change. They need to
create employment especially
for the youths. The government need to be accountable; too much corruption and
the foreign investors need to
pump more money back in the
economy. Five per cent is not
Teacher
enough. They need to have a
I would like this election
minimum wage in Guyana.
to be fair and peaceful. The
I sense a change, change is
PPP/C government is too bias.
coming.
We need a government for everybody, a people-centre government. I would like the new
government to create more job
opportunities for teacher who
left Guyana so they can go
back. They need to create jobs
for everybody not just Indians,
all other Guyanese. I would
like them to put better roads
in the rural communities. No
one should fight each other we
are all one people, one nation
with one destiny.
Steel Bender
In the early years of my
life we had a lot of government
own rice mills. When PPP/C
came into power in 1992 the
PPP/C government said they
came to open the doors of the
rice industries but I know for a
fact the rice industries were always opened. Five years after
Cosmetologist
I want to see a new party the rice industries collapsed.
in power not the two major Foreign investors came in
parties we are accustom to. and they took over the rice
We need a new party with a industries. A Dutch man for
different focus. I really want instance from the Netherlands
things to improve. No racism. now own a lot of the rice mills
Guyana is very nice and there in Guyana. If we Guyanese
is no place like home. We need continue to let that happen
them to manage our resources there is no way Guyana going
properly and clamp down on to get better. We need a change
in Guyana.
crime.

Clerical Officer
It seems as though this
election would be hotly contested. As usual everybody is
jumping ship. We call them
political grasshoppers, so it
would be the survival of the
fittest. It would be up to the
one who can endure. I would
like to see political unity. I
think whichever party wins
needs to base their politics on
political unity. Focus more on
the issues at hand rather than
skin colour. We have gone too
far to go back to the days when
people vote according to creed
or colour. In this twenty-first
century that really doesn’t
work anymore. I am anxiously
waiting to see what would be
the result. I hope we don’t
get any riot. When we have
family in Guyana we worry
about what will happen. Today
we are living like neighbours
and tomorrow we are enemies.
That doesn’t do well for the
country at all. We need more
development and more job opConstruction worker
portunities. Whichever party
The youths them need
wins need to restart the hydroEntrepreneur
to get job to take care of their
electricity at Tumatumari falls.
I would like to see more
families and the youths them
We need better infrastructures.
areas open up. I would like to
need to put down the guns.
Crime has been down, keep
see them focus on technology.

Provide more employment
for the youths and I think the
youths can do more to help
themselves too. If you can’t
find a job somewhere do
some farming, do something,
be creative. In every country
people blame government
but the people need to make a
difference. Regardless which
government in, people still
have to help themselves. The
government has to use the resources to run the country. Not
Guyana alone has problems.

developed and some of them
getting there. Where are we?
We need development. We
need a better cost of living.
Guyana is beautiful, we have
a lot of resources, and Guyana has the most resources
in the entire Caribbean. They
keep borrowing money. They
need to manage the resources
properly. We can get there, it
is not too late.
Since the capture of these
comments the following story
presented here in brief broke:

Guyana: Government
awards multimilliondollar mining, airport
deals
Customers in a store at
Brades
We don’t need the PNC
or the PPP/C. we need a new
part. We need a change. Both
parties are the same thing.
All of them just looking after
themselves. Black people
need more work. They need
to develop all the areas not
just some of the regions. They
did nothing for Linden, they
need to provide more work
in Linden and they need to
do the roads. We need proper
drainage. The cost of living is
too high in Linden compare to
elsewhere in the country. They
need to manage our resource,
they giving away our resource.
The value of our money is
too low. If Guyana gets better
people will go back home.
Guyana is a beautiful country.
We need electoral reform. We
should be able to vote for independent candidate, if we don’t
want to vote for a party.

Store Clerk
I would like us to have
a crime free election. This
time around I would like
the parties running to have
a clearer vision as to what
they want to do for Guyana.
Guyana is not where it should
have been. Our neighbours
Suriname and Brazil have

GUYANA: Government
awards multimillion-dollar mining, airport deals
GEORGETOWN, Guyana
(AP) _ Guyana has signed a $1
billion agreement with a Canadian-based company for what the
government says is the largest
private mining investment for
the South America country.
Toronto-based Guyana
Goldfields Inc. said the Aurora
Gold Project agreement signed
Friday is the first large-scale
gold mining license that Guyana
has issued since 1991.
The government said it is
expected to create more than
1,900 temporary and permanent
jobs and Guyana Goldfields
CEO Patrick Sheridan said it is
expected to generate $1.6 billion
in government revenues at a time
of record gold prices.
The company announcement said it will pay a mining
royalty of five percent when gold
sells for $1,000 an ounce and
eight percent when the price is
greater. It will also pay a corporate income tax of 30 percent.
The agreement is for 20
years, with provisions for extension.
The company said construction should start early next
year and the mine and mill
should be operating by early
2014.
A taxi driver commenting on the article said, “As an
overseas based Guyanese I find
the signing of a $1 billion agreement just days leading up to the
November 28 elections very
suspicious. When will Caribbean politicians ever learn that
political trickery does not lead to
fair and proper elections? This
clearly seems like a desperate
attempt to buy votes.”
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Politicians pensions or
political ar rogance?
By Man from Baker Hill
Friday, November 18, 2011 Reuben the Premier
proudly and loudly declared that he can live without being
in politics; and he continued to say, that in the meantime,
he is prepared to do what he deems necessary to collect
taxes owed to his government.
Yes, foo true, Friday, November 18, 2011 ZJB reported a statement made by our Premier Reuben Meade,
in which he declared that his government will take strong
legal action against Montserratians who owe his government income tax arrears. And believe it or not, those
persons who still owe income tax arrears are simply unable to pay it. Those taxpayers do not have the means to
pay any tax arrears; they do not have the money or the
ability to borrow the money to pay the tax arrears. But I
am sure that they want to pay their tax arrears; after all
who wants to owe tax?
Monday, November 14, 2011 our Premier Reuben
passed an amendment to our tax laws to make sure that

after he leaves political office, the tax he will pay on his
politician’s retirement income is not more than 5%. Yet
at the same time he amended the Law so that the rest of
us will pay up to 40% on our income.
Again on Monday, November 14, 2011 Reuben the
Premier amended our Income Tax Laws to make it very
clear to all and sundry that his politician’s pension will
be increased by over $20,000.00. In one day, November
14, 2011 our Premier made sure that if he leaves politics
today or tomorrow he will get a pension of more than
$150,000.00 a year and that he will pay no more than 5%
in tax on his retirement income. Certainly, our Premier
Reuben can brag! Certainly, he can boast that he can live
and that he can survive even if he is not re-elected.
A few years ago, In 2006 to be exact, this same Premier Reuben Meade joined with other Legislators to give
social security age benefit to retired civil servants thereby
increasing some pensioners ‘tax free’ retirement income
by as much as 100%, even though they did not contribute

CORRECTION: Up to two barrels per household
will cost only $50 duty till January 31, 2012
Correction: Up to two
barrels per household will
cost only $50.00 duty till
January 31, 2012
It is important and
necessary to correct the
information regarding in the
story captioned: “Up to two

barrels per household will
cost only $50.00 duty till
January 31, 2012“.
The last sentence of
the short article should
correctly say that, “A concessionary fee of $50.00
per barrel is payable on

a maximum of 2 barrels
per household,” in keeping
with the exact wording in
the “Customs Duties and
Consumption Tax (Waiver
of Tax and Duties on barrels) Order, S.R.O. No. 51
of 2011.

The other information
regarding the waiver of the
Customs Service Tax is correct and remains the same.
We thank the management of H.M. Customs for
advising us the error in the
information provided.

Governor threatens legal action against
visitors to zone V, Premier against persons owing taxes

Governor Adrian Davis at
his recent joint press conference with Premier Meade (his
first under the title Premier)
was reminding residents and in
particular fishermen that it is an
offence to be fishing off the jetty

in Plymouth which is in Zone V
and therefore part of the most
excluded zone.
The Governor noted the
reduction in hazard warning
level and opening up of Zone
C for the first time since 2006.

But he cautioned that although
it is early days and people are
excited about going into zone C,
“but they should be aware that
they are not allowed in, since it
remains an unauthorized zone,”
citing that there are instances

ISLAND OF MONTSERRAT
A.D.2011
[PROBATE DIVISION]
LEGAL NOTICE
In the Estate of ALFRED NICHOLAS PAYNE, deceased
NOTICE is hereby given that after the expiration of 14 days from the date of this notice, an
application will be filed at the Registry, High Court of Justice for an ORDER that PROBATE
of the Last Will of ALFRED NICHOLAS PAYNE, late of Salem, Montserrat who died
on the 17th day of November 2001 be granted to SARAH EDNA PAYNE BROWNE, the
executor appointed under the Will dated the 25th day of May 1988.
ALL persons claiming to be beneficially interested in the Estate are requested to send written
particulars thereof to the undersigned within 14 days from the date of this notice.
FURTHER any person objecting to the issuance of a Grant of Probate to the said applicant
should notify the Registrar of the High Court of Justice whose address is: Office of the
Registrar General, Brades, Montserrat not later than fourteen (14) days from the
publication of this notice.
			

Dated the 18th day of November 2011.
Marcelle E.M. Watts
Attorney at law for the Applicant

of people fishing or Plymouth
Jetty of being in the Zone V and
police have been telling people
to leave and cautioning and it is
a Civil offence.
The Governor threatened,
”we will look at in the future if
this doesn’t settle down, to see
other measures…, ”he said.
Meanwhile in a similar vein
and even more vehemently, the
Premier warned that government will prosecute persons
who have not paid up tax arrears.
The question put the Premier, “persons who still are in
tax arrears, you mentioned that
the government will be taking legal action against those
persons; is the government
going ahead with this course of
action?” “Absolutely,” came the
short response.
He however continued to
explain: ”that is a matter for the
public service and the inland
revenue department to process
cont’d on page 5

to the Social Security Fund (SSF). Is this Premier is all
about civil servants and politicians, or is Montserrat a
paradise only for politicians and retired civil servants?
Now listen to this! Yes read this! In 2009 Reuben
as a politician voted to pass a law that reduced the social
security age pension payable to persons born after 1950.
That law gravely affected workers by as much as 30% of
their accrued and expected benefit. Most of these workers
are not civil servants so they depend on the social security
age benefit as their only source of retirement income. In
fact they would have contributed to the Social Security
Fund (SSF) expecting a modest age pension.
And now, in the time of need, when these humble
workers reach the sweet retirement age of 60 years they
are told that their expected monthly pension had been
reduced by as much as $300.00. Imagine the horrible
blow to their self esteem. How could our ‘well paid and
well positioned for massive pensions’ politicians cut the
accrued social security benefits? And they fully well knew
that none of those retired workers would have gotten a
monthly pension of $1500.00.
So far, without seeking condemnation or judgement,
I chronicled; and now I say the following.
No Reuben! You are not politically suicidal; you are
politically arrogant. Of course you can survive outside of
government. You will get a large pension without having
contributed one cent of your money. Then you will pay no
tax on the first $60,000.00 of that pension and only 5%
on the remainder. It is other people, the UK taxpayer’s,
money that will fund your pension. And if you live only
ten years after politics, you will collect almost $2 million
in retirement income. You can brag!
So go on Premier Meade, persecute; and then threaten
to prosecute the people who can’t afford to pay their tax
arrears, but who would dearly love to pay tax. However,
before you prosecute please remember it is the people
who voted for you so that you will be able to survive on a
politician’s pension. They respected and trusted you. They
love to hear the sound of your voice; you always sound
so plausible. And even though they never see the face in
your mirror… they will always vote for you.
Please Premier Meade, consider the non- established
health care worker, the port worker, the non-civil servant
clerical officer or the construction worker. They did not
owe any tax arrears. They paid their social security contributions expecting to receive the benefit promised; but
you reduced it in some cases by almost $5000.00 a year.
Could it be that you do not like ordinary folks?
Stop bragging! Go, yes go, and correct that very
bad thing politicians created at the SOCIAL SECURITY
FUND. Correct it so that those humble non- civil servant
workers can get the benefit that they were promised and
for which they contributed.
And finally, a word to the wise ought to be sufficient!
You can live Reuben; but will you? Please do not brag.
Not so long ago one of our deceased political icons,
in confidence said to my friend, ”buoy, god mek wan
mistake; seventy years no nuff fu man live! Me want
more time fu enjoy de lee pension”.
Mr. Premier, life is bigger than financial survival.
Many came before you; but for some, their sun did set
at noontime in spite of their great financial fortification.
You must bear in mind that even though their political
careers ended well, they were called shortly thereafter
to higher heights, the hereafter. The bell tolls, always. It
never stops! Do not brag!
Mr. Premier your actions in the Legislative Council
on November 14, 2011, amending the Income tax laws to
remove all doubts over your politician’s pension entitlements, were selfish; and your statements reported over
ZJB radio on November 18, 2011 clearly portrayed you
as being politically damn arrogant to Montserratians.
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Letters/Opinion

Editorial
From Way Back

The Governor needs to get it right
The following is taken from an Editorial in October 1997
but let’s begin with a short excerpt of an article written by Bennette
Roach in the same issue, “Governor Abbott insults Montserratians”.
When Governor Anthony Abbott arrived in Montserrat on September
9, 1997, he came prepared to spread the British Government’s message
of development for Montserrat, “as long as the north remains safe. The
rest is from the Editorial captioned above.
His Excellency the Governor Anthony John Abbott in an interview
with Richard Aspin, EOC Information Officer, on Wednesday on ZJB Radio
spoke of his vision for Montserrat in the future while reviewing the aid
Britain has put into the island since the start of the volcanic crisis.
The Governor said that he is hopeful that Montserrat will one day
resume its former state and that he would do everything in his power to
ensure a future for the island.
In reply to the question as to whether the British Government (BG)
had plans to depopulate the island, the Governor replied by asking why
would the BG commit over £45 million to the development of the north
of the island. He went on to some of the projects and infrastructure that
the BG had been financing from the committed funds. As mentioned
here before, big business always plans budgets its losses carefully and
well in advance.
It is probably not fair to the world to continue to mention these sums
of money. Less than a month ago the Rt. Honourable Clare Short told
the House of Commons Select Committee that the sum spent to date
was £22.5 million.
On the question of depopulating Montserrat, the Governor needs to
understand that the idea of a total evacuation of Montserrat is not new
and to many seems very real. This was exposed by a visiting Bernie Grant,
who said he was one of those promoting the idea. At the same time Clare
Short was struggling but had to admit that the BG had not spent £45
million but £22.5 million, she said, “It (total evacuation) has never been
the case up to now although, of course, there could be circumstances in
which that would have to become the case.” She defended the previous
government on that, but then it was not the first time that Clare Short
did not have her facts straight.
This is how she puts it: “”We have been dealing with a cumulating
emergency rather than a stable situation where we can plan for the future, there are a lot of officials on the island, the Governor and so on,
who live in the central part and there are questions to be considered as
to whether that is safe in the long-term. If that became unsafe it would
create another major problem about how many people were going to
remain, what a viable community would look like.”
Is there any doubt as to the necessity for the ‘waiting game.’
Governor Abbott will have a difficult time convincing many Montserratians that his employers still do not have plans to reduce the number
from the current 4,000 to one where they can say, when we may have
to agree, ‘it is not worth it.’
Miss Short was asked about a ‘viability number’, something she made
repeated reference to throughout her evidence on the crisis. But she provided insight as to why they have not been forthcoming with the funds
as promised. She said she could not speak with authority for decisions
of the previous (Conservative) government, but, “until quite recently,
the pyroclastic flow in July, people were temporarily evacuated but the
expectation is that Plymouth will be able to be reoccupied.” She called
on Mr. Bearpark for support on this and he said, “Until July it had always
been expected that Plymouth would at some stage be lost. There may
be those who emotionally hoped they would be able to return but the
planners had always assumed that Plymouth in the south of the island
would be lost.”
Immediately after this exchange Miss Short admitted, “it has never
been planned until possibly very recently that we would accommodate
a large number of people in the north.”
The full piece may be read at www.montserratreporter.org - Oct ‘97
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Open letter to Rt.
Hon. David Cameron,
Prime Minister
Dear Prime Minister,
I read with some concern
your comments that the Government of the United Kingdom will
be withholding financial aid from
countries that do not have the
same approach to gay rights that
your government has adopted in
recent times. With the greatest
of respect, Prime Minister, it is
an inconvenient truth that it was
the Government of the United
Kingdom during the height of its
imperial adventures around the
world that enshrined many of the
laws against homosexuality of
which you now complain. Given
the principle of continuity, the
United Kingdom Government
appears rather hypocritical to
have enshrined laws in more than

first place in so many countries
worldwide?
With great respect, Prime
Minister, was it not the United
Kingdom Government that sent
its military forces across the
world to dispossess people of
their land without compensation;
to extract the natural resources
of these lands and send them
to the United Kingdom without
payment to the original owners;
to enslave millions of Africans for
over three centuries, transporting them across the Atlantic to
forty jurisdictions and now wants horrible conditions of servitude,
to punish those jurisdictions for denying them even the most basic
having those same laws on their of human rights, stripping them of
law books. Who will sanction the their cultures, their languages and
United Kingdom Government for
having enacted those laws in the cont’d. on page 9

Dear Sir,
I have recently had the
pleasure of visiting your beautiful
island to undertake research for
a book I am writing. The book
looks at what happens to communities that befall disasters and
how planning and urban design
can create circumstances most
favourable for those communities
to recover.
In the course of this research
I have had to ask many people for
their time and insight. I know that
like many communities in this
situation you have had hundreds
of researchers and consultants
come in from overseas who have
demanded your time for their
project. Yet despite being merely
another of many such researchers, flying in and asking of your

time nearly everyone I met with,
showed a remarkable generosity
of spirit, being very giving of their
time and insights.
Looking back on my all
too brief time on the island I
feel blessed to have had this
opportunity to see inside the
lives of a community that have
been through so much but have
demonstrated such remarkable
resilience and compassion. Your
commitment to your island and
each other is inspiring.
I wanted to take this opportunity to thank some people
for their time, in particular James
White, Dr. Clarice Barnes, Roy
Graves, Edirs Wade, Bennette
Roach, Nigel Harris, Charlesworth Phillip, Peter White, Fr.
George, John Cox, the Hon.

...A community with remarkable
resilience and compassion

Charles Kirnon, Franklin Greenaway and Sue Edgecombe, the
latter not just for her thoughts
and love for the island but also
for giving me the opportunity
to do the facepainting at the Alliouagana festival. For Vicki and
Liz, Amanda, Eric and Annie the
memory of your thoughtfulness
is something I will hold dear for
a long time.
Although I baulked at drinking the water at Runaway Ghaut
I feel that what I have seen on
the island and the richness of the
essence of humanity that is to be
found here will just as surely bring
me back one day.
Until then, thank you
Montserrat.
Kindest regards,
Jenny Donovan

Our Scripture Verse Today
Secret Things
Paul wrote, “Think of us in
this way, as servants of Christ and
stewards of God’s mysteries.” - 1
Corinthians 4:1 (NRSV)
I am officially the keeper of a secret
recipe. As I watched my mother-in-law
move into the later years of her life, I
knew the family angel-food-cake recipe
would soon be lost if I didn’t do something
quickly. This cake was a staple at all family
gatherings and a much-anticipated treat.
Only Grandma could make it light and
delicious every time.
We arranged for me to come to her
country farmhouse and learn firsthand
from the expert herself the secret tricks of
making the perfect cake. It was a great day
of sifting flour, whipping egg whites, and
adding other special ingredients at just the

right moment. She revealed her secrets,
one at a time, in those quiet moments.
Perhaps she too sensed the urgency of that
day. It was her opportunity to pass on an
important bit of knowledge.
First Corinthians 4:1 tells us that we
are to be “stewards of God’s mysteries.”
Paul viewed himself as one to whom a
secret had been revealed. But the news
of Christ Jesus, who willingly died for the
sins of the world and was resurrected on
the third day, was a message Paul did
not keep to himself. The good news of
God’s immeasurable love for us had to
be shared.
Time is short. Let us pass along what
we know to be true about God to the
generations that will follow us.
Sharon Braner (Oklahoma, USA)
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Premier ‘tired of studies’ Delta theft charges
cont’d. from page 1

and DFID (Department
for International Development) ministers on Nov.
22. He is accompanied
for these meetings by
Financial Secretary, Hon.
John Skerritt, Attorney
General Hon. Esco Henry,
and Cabinet Secretary,
Mrs. Angela Greenaway.
Governor Davis told
the press that at the
meetings the discussions
would focus on the White
Paper, the overseas territories strategy, looking
at Aviation safety, financial
services and economic
development and good
governance, financial
management, and economic planning. These
were later confirmed by
a release from HMG host
minister Henry Bellingham
under the theme ‘A New
strategy for British overseas territories’. There
would also be discussions
on criminal justice, and
environment and climate

change.
The Council was to
be attended by ministers
from the Departments for
International Development; Transport; Environment; Energy and Climate
Change; the Treasury;
Home Office; Ministry of
Defence; Culture, Media
and Sport; and Business,
Innovation and Skills.
But Premier Meade
noted at the press conference his own principal
focus for the meetings.
“I’ve had enough of studies and consultations,” he
said, adding, “I think it is
time for us to start moving
forward on developmental
issues and stop studying
things to death,” and that
he said would be his principal focus.
The Premier was critical of Montserrat’s position regarding the costs
attendant to the Eastern
Caribbean Civil Aviation
Authority (ECCAA ) and
the Air Safety Support

International (ASSI) under
which Britain operates.
Answering questions on
the issue Governor Davis corrected that at the
moment Montserrat did
not pay directly under
ASSI but in two years will
have to find ways to meet
140,000 British pounds.
The premier contended
it made no sense to be
operating in our small
space under ASSI and
fly into Antigua space under ECCAA. Noting that
Montserrat pays money
to ECCAA, he said he
would be discussing the
matter at the meetings in
the UK. “The UK must be
developmental in its thinking and not protectionist…
HMG must stop trying to
shove things down the
throats of the Overseas
Territories” he suggested
in conclusion.
But having addressed
the matter of Montserrat’s
participation and involvement in the OECS (Or-

cont’d. from page 1

peared in court before Magistrate Veronica Dorsette-Hector
on Monday, November 14 and
were granted bail in the sum
of $120,000 each with two
sureties.
Royer is facing 69 counts
of theft totalling $150,605.55,
while Hussey was charged
with 42 counts of theft totalling
$88,692.99. Both Royer and
Hussey are jointly charged

with forgery, uttering forged
documents, obtaining property
by deception and conspiracy to
defraud Delta Petroleum Ltd.
While on bail they were
both ordered to report at the
Royal Montserrat Police Force
Headquarter in Brades once per
week. Attorney Miss Marcelle
Watts represented Yolanda
Royer, while Attorney Kharl
Marham represented Daunelle
Hussey. Royer and Hussey are

expected to appear before the
court in March 2012.
The young women Royer
and Hussey were until recently
employees at Delta Petroleum
Ltd. and were reportedly dismissed while other employees
have been sent on vacation or
suspended pending on-going
investigations in wide ranging
crimes of theft. The police are
said to be continuing investigations.

Governor and Premier threats
we are in discussions with the financial secretary, who
will in turn have the discussions with inland revenue
as to the timing and commencing the preparation of
cases…so a case file has to be developed.”
The Premier touted his seriousness on the matter and chided: “we are asking other governments to
ganisation of East Caribbean States) A lot of the
‘rubbish’ questions that
are being asked over the
past two years by the FCO
in relation to the OECS, I
am sick and tired of them,
they keep repeating the
same questions,” as he

use their tax payers to support us, how can
we then say to them it is ok for you to tax
your people and give it to us, but it is not ok
for us to do what is required to tax our people
to sustain ourselves.”
continued on page 10

questioned further and
suggested that it was time
for them (UK) “to give us
permission to sign-on…”
The Premier later still
speaking on OECS matters and entrustments
referred to civil servants in
the UK asking “the OECS

to give a commitment in
writing that a derogation
will be granted, is absolute rubbish…,” as he
compared decisions taken
at the European Union by
ministers against decisions taken at the OECS
by heads of government.

The Man from Garibaldi Hill
Jus Wonderin’ when
the Environmental Impact
assessment (EIA) for sandmining in the lower Belham
Valley and commissioned
by the GOM will be made
public.
The EIA fella left island
after only 5 weeks of his
study which was projected
to last 12 weeks. His report
was submitted to the GOM
at the sometime before or
early October and has been
in their hands for some
seven weeks now – and not
a word has been spoken. A
phone call to Dept. of Environemnt, Physical Planning,
elicited the following response: "I am not authorised
to talk to you regarding

sandmining matters." !
Rumours persist that,
despite pressure on the EIA
fella to favour the sandmining case, the study was
concerned that the proposed
industrial development in an
area of such natural beauty
was one of the worst cases
of environmental abuse that
had been encountered in 35
years of case studies.
If that is indeed the
conclusion of the EIA, then
I don't suppose we'll hear
more of it from the GOM.
You only have to look
at the effect that the sandmining has had on the upper reaches of the Belham
Valley and any sane person
would say "No way should

this take place in the Lower
Belham."
The valley looks like a
moonscape - craters everywhere, large and ugly piles
of rocks and boulders scattered around, and – to top it
all – what looks like a new
Volcano is growing on Happy Hill. This illustrates that
mining is a messy, dirty and
enviromentally unfriendly
and destructive business. It
has always been so.
It is a business that has
to be strictly regulated and
controlled,
A business that has to
be zoned and removed from
residential areas.
A business that has to
be penalised for damage

REGISTERED LAND ACT
SECTION 34
LOST LAND CERTIFICATE
It is notified for general information that the Land Certificate in respect of the following
persons has been reported lost:NAME

REG. SECTION/REFERENCE

John M.A. Greenaway
et al

St. John’s 14/11/067

DATE ISSUED
January 18, 2001

Unless any objections are received within fourteen (14) days from the date of publication
of this notice, a replacement certificate will be issued.
Dated this 23rd day of November, 2011.
J. Christopher Gerrald
Ag. Registrar of Lands

caused to the country’s infrastructure,
A business that has to
factor in reparation for the
damage it causes to the
environment.
That the GOM has
failed to regulate and control, fine and hold responsible the abuses perpetrated
by the sandminers is illustrated by the following
instances.
A year ago the GOM
was informed that Selsi
Ltd had removed its plant
from the Belham Valley
floor due to a lahar that had
wiped out its site. Selsi then
stockpiled sand and stored
and operated its machinery
50 yards from the entrance
to Isles Bay Plantation - a
premier residential development in the Belham Valley.
One year on the Selsi plant
is still there, a blot on the
residential landscape, and
GOM is either powerless
or unwilling to do any thing
about it.
Last month (October)
a trucking business moved
into the old Selsi site on
the valley floor opposite
the Brettons’ house which
is at the bottom of Garibaldi Hill and started mining, grading and trucking
material seven days a week.

Seven days a week! All
day Sunday – working!
At the same time another
mining business was also
running its conveyor belt
on Sunday. The combined
noise levels are unacceptable on a weekday let alone
a Sunday. They were just a
fraction of the noise levels
one would experience in
the Lower Belham if all the
miners worked together to
fill barges at Isles Bay.
The GOM turns a deaf
ear (sic) to the residents’
entreaties regarding this
noise abuse even when it
occurs as it frequently has
at unsocial hours. They say
thanks for the Heads Up
and then bury their heads
in the sand!
Not only it looks like
the GOM does turn a deaf
ear, it appears also turns a
blind eye.
The GOM is responsible for road maintenance
and yet no action is taken
to make the sandminers pay
for the damage they cause
to the country’s residential
roads. Happy Hill is no longer a road. The overladen
20 tonne trucks have seen
to that. The Belham Valley
crossing, which is sand on
rock and not a public road,
has a better surface than

Unhappy Hill!
Will Shamrock Mining pay for the reparation
of Happy Hill? After all,
they are the ones making
the money. I call upon them
and others to voluntarily repair the damage their trucks
have caused.
Roads on Montserrat
have become an endangered
species because they were
not designed for industrial
traffic in the first place and
secondly the GOM has not
managed their usage.
Roads that have gone
the way of the Dodo include
Trants, destroyed by truckers, Happy Hill destroyed
by sandminers, Beach Road
at Isles Bay - long gone to
beach sand miners. Roads
on the endangered list include Dr Woods and Salem’s main street. And will
the A1 ever receive its black
top if the trucks continue to
roll the length and breadth
of the island?
The Man from Garibaldi Hill says:
"People of Montserrat,
you are not being served
by the government in these
environmental abuses because the sandminers call
the tune, the GOM dances
badly and the residents wail
in despair.”
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Professor Sir Howard Fergus
launched his new book “Poems
From Behind God Back” on Friday,
November, 11, 2011 at the third
annual Alliouagana Festival of
the Word opening Ceremony at
the Montserrat Cultural Centre in
Little Bay.
Professor, Sir Howard Fergus is widely published in the
fields of history, education, poetry
and literary criticism. His works
include History of Education in the
British Leeward Islands (2003),
Montserrat: History of a Caribbean Colony (1994, 2004), and
some six books of Poetry – Lara
Rains and Colonial Rites (1998),
Volcano Song: Poems of an Island
in Agony (2000), Volcano Verses
(2003), Christmas Festival (2007),
I Believe (2008) and Death in
the Family (2008). While being
Dr. Fergus he was winner of the
Caribbean Writer Prize (1992) and
the David Hough Literary Prize for
an author residing in the Caribbean
(2002). Commenting on I Believe,
a literary critic observes: “Sir
Howard epitomizes the archetypal sage as he shares his lessons
learned in life and his spiritual
heritage with the reader.”
Poet and Principal of the St.
Augustine Primary School Miss.
Ann Marie Dewar in a brilliant
review of this new book, told the
audience “Behind God Back’ is one
of Sir Howard’s best. She said the
book was one which is well worth
reading. “It is a most interesting

Sir Howard Fergus signs copy of his latest book
collection of poems, always witty,
sometimes very funny, usually ripe
with innuendo, and sometimes
breathtakingly powerful in its
imagery and word painting. Very
importantly, each poem contributes to the author’s passion
and calling as a life observer and
historian,” she announced.
Miss Dewar said the poems
are divided into sections which she
found to be useful, especially as
it enables the reader to consider
the poems through themes and to
make helpful links.
“It starts off with the title
section “Behind God Back” which
nicely sets the overall stage for
this work. Life is viewed through
the consciousness of the Long
Ground community, which in real-

ity, actually gives a good snapshot
of the Montserrat community,
although it did not usually receive
this acknowledgement, largely because of its geographical location
“behind God back”. Of course, the
author quickly puts this notion to
bed,” she said.
She notes that the author
did not cloak Long Ground in flattery, as she continued to thrill of
her own findings and feelings on
the book. “He recognizes that his
little village had its challenges and
in presenting these, he employs a
flowing stream of metaphors and
symbolism which flavours the
pot, and is well within the reach
of the ordinary reader. Here is
the richness of village life, with
its “studyation culture”, where

people ‘trow wud’ at each other,
where bad word bishops held
sway, and where long grass
birthed many a rumour. My
imagination was so stretched by
the colour, tone, rhythm and pace
of these pieces, that I, who never
lived there, wish I could have had
a glimpse of the real Long Ground,
whether behind God’s back or not.
Through Sir Howard’s well-honed
style of writing, and both the descriptiveness and economy of his
language, we share the feelings of
Long Ground folk about the loss of
their village and way of life, and
the hope that new blessings will
come to replace the ones.”
The Principal touched on Sir
Howards Christian beliefs and
practise, described the author
as a “professing and shameless
Christian, who is proud to belong
to a “Hallelujah Gang”. She said
there were a number of poems in
the book which celebrate his belief
in the reality of Jesus, and in the
power of the Word of God in all of
life’s battles.
“This volume of poetry will,
on merit, stand the test of time
and the scrutiny of literary criticism at the highest level, long after the hatchet has been buried
in the debate over the location
of Long Ground relative to God,”

she said.
The second book
on the launch program
is titled “Ill Concepts of
the Caribbean Woman”
by Miss. Jo-Anna Richards.
Jo-Annah Richards
was born in Montserrat
and is now located in
the UK. Jo-Annah has
written poetry, prose,
songs and speeches
from a young age. At
the age of ten she was
published in an anthology of poetry called
‘Out of the Mouth of
Babes’ in her homeland of Montserrat. JoAnnah has a LLB Law
degree and currently
works in the private
sector for a financial
institution.
The Ill Concepts of
The Caribbean Woman
openly speaks about the taboos of
Caribbean women that usually go
unmentioned. These issues are so
unspoken that many women have
become isolated and consequently
lose themselves.
During the evenings proceedings, there was a brief price giving
ceremony for winners of the
St. Patricks
Creative
Writing
Competitions. Miss.
Gracelyn
Cassell told
the audience they
received

Jo-Annah Richards

Two Montserratian writers launched their new books
at the Alliouagana Festival of the Word

Rose Willock
over 20 entries from persons in
Montserrat and persons overseas.
Mrs. Laura Taylor Scotland was
the first place winner, second
place when to Mrs Pat Ryan and
Mrs Clover Lee was the third place
winner. Mrs Zelma White poem
entitled “No information sharing”
received honourable.
Africana Fashions entertained the audience with two
segment of their Batik and Tie-Dye
fashion show, while Dance Excel
entertained the audience with an
energetic dance.
Following the book launch
event, Soca Music Explosion with
Scrappy and the Volcanic Vybz
Band led by Joseph ‘Pops’ Morris,
entertained to the close.

Principal at St.
Augustine Primary
School Miss Ann Mann
Marie Dewar

Joyceline Hogan
The Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) is inviting applications, from suitably qualified Nationals from its Member States, to fill the
following positions within its Juvenile Justice System Reform Project:
1. Project Coordinator
2. Administrative Assistant
3. Accounting Assistant

Applicants are requested to obtain list of duties and other details associated with the posts from the OECS website www.oecs.org or the following URL addresses:
Project Coordinator: http://www.oecs.org/component/jobgroklist/170/project-coordinator,-juvenile-justice---oecs-secretariat
Administrative Assistant: http://www.oecs.org/component/jobgroklist/171/administrative-assistant,-juvenile-justice---oecs-secretariat
Accounting Assistant: http://www.oecs.org/component/jobgroklist/172/accounting-assistant,-juvenile-justice---oecs-secretariat
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Kid’s time - In your own korner
Hello everyone – It is kid’s time with Auntie Lyka “In Your Korner”. I hope you are doing well in your school
work. I encourage you to read a book as you go along. Remember to leave your mark in everything you do. Be
the best you can be. Its what’s on your inside that is most important. Be good, say a kind word, share a smile.
The Pearly-Eyed Thrasher is the largest of the thrasher family as well as
the most aggressive.
They grow up to 28-30cm (11-12 in)
and has many harsh calls including
“Chook Chook”. The upper-parts are
light brown while the under-parts are
white with brown streaks. The white
eye, white patches to the tail and
the yellowish bill all contribute to this
thrasher’s distinguished appearance.

Meet the Thrashers

small crabs and other bird’s eggs and
nestlings.
Their nests are bulky and made up of
twigs, dry grasses and roots that are
placed in a cavity but rarely in bush
or on trees. In there they lay 2 or 3
glossy blue-green eggs mainly during March and July which would hatch
within two weeks.
This bird is fortunately not threatened
with extinction but is a known predator to many birds of the forests because it sometimes feed on the eggs
and nestlings of other birds.

It is a cavity nester usually making its
homes in the forest. They are omnivores surviving on large insects, but
also feed on fruits and berries, and
will occasionally eat lizards, frogs,

Pre-School Corner
Hello to you my preschool friends. We have reach the
final letter.. The letter is Zy. Next week we will start a
new set of activiy in this corner. Hope you had fun.

Problem:

Bird Grid Game

Can you reach the other side of the grid by only moving
on the
squares with a picture of a bird in them?
Remember, birds have feathers and a beak!
You can only move left or right or up or down, not
diagonally.

Brain Teaser Time
Help the baby elephant to find the banana

Lynn likes grapes but not potatoes. She likes
squash but not lettuce, and she likes peas but
not onions.

Following the same rule, will she
like pumpkins or apples?

Question Time

The First Child to send in the correctct
answer wins a gift.
Question: Name the world’s known poisonous
bird.

See you next week right here

In Your Own Korner.
Where we will have fun
Kids write your stories, tell us about yourselves. Email or post - Write to Aunty
Lyka, at P.O. Box 306, Davy Hill, or send
email to: kidstime@themontserratreporter.com

Colouring Time
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Letter to UK PM
EASTERN CARIBBEAN CENTRAL BANK
VACANCY
Banking Officer I, Banking and Monetary Operations Department
Suitably qualified citizens of member territories of the Eastern Caribbean Currency
Union (ECCU) are invited to apply to fill the post of Banking Officer I, Banking and
Monetary Operations Department (BMOD), at the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank,
headquartered in Basseterre, St Kitts. The successful candidate will be based in
St Kitts. All applicants must complete the ECCB Employment application form
which is available on the ECCB’s Website () or at the ECCB’s Offices in the respective
territories.

APPLICANTS MUST HAVE
•
•

A master’s degree in Accounting, Business Administration, Finance,
Economics or professional qualification in Accounting or Finance.
A minimum of three (3) years experience in the related area of study.

APPLICANTS SHOULD ALSO






Possess effective oral and written communication skills;
Be flexible, be able to multi task and meet multiple deadlines;
Have excellent problem solving and analytical thinking skills;
Be able to effectively function in a high paced and dynamic environment;
Be able to work on own initiative and effectively function as part of a
team.

DUTIES
The successful candidate will be directly responsible to the Director, Banking and
Monetary Operations Department, for the proper performance of his/her duties,
which will include:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Monitoring the financial markets, economic changes, and the introduction
of new variables, which could affect market behaviour, to be in a position to
inform prudent trades consistent with the ECCB’s Investment Guidelines;
Assisting in informing reserve management decisions through analyses
of different investment strategies, or sources of risk, to determine which
strategies have been and would result in the achievement of the ECCB’s
reserve management objectives;
Preparing analyses of portfolio managers’ performance relative to the
Investment Guidelines;
Providing internal technical assistance in terms of portfolio maintenance
mechanics;
Assisting in the trading of an in-house portfolio within the parameters of
the ECCB’s Customized Benchmark and Investment Guidelines;
Any other related duties that may be assigned.

SALARY

Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience.
The following documents must be submitted:
 Employment application form
 Curriculum vitae
 Two (2) recent original letters of reference
 Certified copies of all certificates
 Official transcripts
The application form and supporting documents must be sent to:
Career Opportunities – Banking Officer Employment Application
Human Resource Department
Eastern Caribbean Central Bank
P O Box 89
Bird Rock
BASSETERRE

their very names while the United
Kingdom enriched itself on the
profits of this slave trade? Was it
not the United Kingdom Government that paid the English slave
owners at emancipation twenty
million pounds sterling (estimated
to be worth billions of pounds at
today’s values) as compensation
for the loss of their “property”, the
slaves, while refusing to compensate the African slaves themselves
for their loss of freedom, culture,
language, identity and the horrible
pain and suffering endured at the
United Kingdom Government’s
pleasure for three centuries?

Bishop Gerald A. Seale, DD,
Secretary General and CEO

The Physical Planning Unit is currently updating Montserrat’s Physical Development Plan (PDP) for the period 2012-2022. The PDP is a land-use plan that provides a
framework to help deliver the goals of the Sustainable Development Plan, addressing
issues such as pressure on land, limited resources and infrastructure development. In
one way or another everyone on the island will be affected by the content of this plan
– it sets out the vision and direction for development across Montserrat, it influences
planning application decisions and it influences government projects.
The Draft PDP is now almost half way through the public consultation process
between 24th October and 22nd December. You are able to visit the PDP content and
the Launch Exhibition online at www.ppu.gov.ms and we encourage feedback and
comments.
As part of the consultation process and to help raise awareness around the PDP
2012-2022 the PPU is holding a picture competition for Montserrat’s school pupils.
There are two categories:
1.

All Montserrat Primary school pupils in Grades 4, 5 and 6, with a theme of
‘What will Montserrat look like in 2022?‘

2.

Any Montserrat Secondary School pupils who are interested, with a theme of
‘How can Montserrat develop sustainably to 2022?’

Entries must be hand drawn or painted on 8.5 x 11 inch paper using
any materials you like. The deadline for entries is 4 p.m. on Friday, 9th
December and they should be submitted to the Physical Planning Unit
office in Brades. Each entry must have the candidate’s name, school and
form number written clearly on the back.
Entries will be judged by a panel associated with the Ministry of Agriculture,
Housing, Land and the Environment (MAHLE) and the PDP. The winners and runner’s
up will be selected and announced by the following week, before schools break for
the Christmas Holiday.
The first place prize for each of the two categories are of the value of EC$ 350 and
the two winning pictures will be included in the Final PDP, the document that will be
the government planning framework until 2022. The runners up for each category will
receive an EC$ 150 value prize. Prizes are donated by the consultants IMC Worldwide
Ltd who are assisting the PPU with the PDP 2012-2022 project.
The main themes running through the PDP and to be considered for the picture
competition include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

to reach no later than 16 December 2011

NB:

•

1. Only candidates short listed for the selection process will be
contacted;
2. Applicants may enquire of the Human Resource Department
to ascertain receipt;
3. Shortlisted candidates will be required to undertake various
		
assessments.

dom Government’s centuries of
gross disrespect and outright
denial of human rights in Africa,
Asia and the Americas would be
more suitable in the present global
circumstances and go much further in building a proper structure
for human rights globally, which
Evangelical Christians in the Caribbean would welcome.
With Humility and Deep
Respect,

Picture competition for the Physical
Development Plan 2012-2022

•
•

St Kitts

Given the unfortunate historic reality of the United Kingdom
Government’s total disregard of
human rights for centuries while
the United Kingdom’s citizens enriched themselves and prospered
as a direct result of that denial of
human rights in so many countries
across the world, does Her Majesty’s United Kingdom Government
now have the moral authority
to lecture anyone about human
rights? With the utmost respect,
Prime Minister, I think not.
A more humble and holistic
approach to repairing the global
damage done by the United King-

...cont’d. from page 4

planning for future growth
avoiding badly planned settlements which compromise future opportunities
avoiding or minimising negative impacts on the environment and biodiversity
community and social inclusion
equal opportunities and access to services and recreation
agriculture, food security and meeting Montserrat’s food production targets
creating opportunities for economic growth
minimising the risk to natural hazards such as the volcano, hurricanes and
flooding
low carbon development, improving air quality and minimising climate
change

So get scribbling, sketching or painting. The team at the PPU looks forward to
receiving your entry soon!
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PM Spencer and Sports Minister Quinn-Leandro congratulate Antigua &
Barbuda national team on FIFA World Cup Qualifier victory
Prime Minister the Hon. W.
Baldwin Spencer and Hon. Dr.
Quinn-Leandro, the substantive
Minister responsible for Sports in
Antigua and Barbuda sent messages
of congratulations to the National
Football team on their victory on
Friday night, November 11, 2011,
against Haiti in a FIFA World Cup
Qualifier at the Sir Vivian Richards
Cricket Stadium.
In front of an estimated over
ten thousand Antiguans and Barbudans at the Sir Vivian Richards
Cricket Stadium, said to be the
largest crowd at any sporting event
in Antigua and Barbuda in recent
history, the Antigua and Barbuda
team scored the lone goal of the
game to advance to the Semi-Finals
in Group A where they will meet
Jamaica, Guatemala and the USA
in June of 2012.
“Congratulations to Team
Antigua Barbuda. You have made
every man, woman and child in
Antigua and Barbuda exceedingly
proud and I am personally exceptionally elated. There is no stopping
now from further creating history,”
said Prime Minister Spencer who
was on hand with the thousands

of nationals and residents at the
converted Cricket Stadium named
after Antigua and Barbuda National
Hero Sir Vivian Richards.
Dr. Quinn-Leandro, was also
among the thousands of Antiguans
and Barbudans who witnessed the
game. She immediately sent a text
message of congratulations to her
constituent Kerry Skepple after he
placed the ball firmly in the back of
the net, eight minutes before close
of play to give Antigua and Barbuda
the historic victory.
“Congrats Kerry! Antigua and
Barbuda loves you. We are indebted
to you. God has blessed you with a
special talent and you have honed
your skills to bring us to this historic
moment. Your performance was
simply brilliant! May God continue
to bless you richly,” the Minister’s
message to Skepple reads.
The country’s leader also
congratulated the goal scorer striker
Kerry “Arab” Skepple noting that his
superb delivery into the back of the
net propelled Antigua and Barbuda
into the History books, the first time
the team is advancing to a FIFA
Semi-Finals round.
“…This type of exposure for

our country is more than any tourism
promotion dollar can bring to our
nation at a time when our economy
is struggling from the effects of a
global recession,” said Prime Minister Spencer.
The country’s leader also
had words of congratulations and
appreciation to the thousands of
nationals and residents who heeded
the call to come out and support
the football team. This he said is a
demonstration that Antiguans and
Barbudans can rise to the occasion
when called upon to act in the interest of our nation. “
“Our support for the team I
am sure boosted their confidence
and resulted in victory,” while also
congratulating the management
and coaching staff who worked
tirelessly in preparing the team for
the Haiti match. Much harder work
is ahead of you, but all of Antigua
and Barbuda stands ready to give
you the moral support needed,” said
Prime Minister Spencer.
Antigua and Barbuda amassed
15 points in Group F having played
and won five matches. The other
teams in Group F are Haiti, Curacao
and the US Virgin Islands.

Team celebrates qualifier win over Haiti in front of hometown crowd at
Sir Vivian Richards Cricket Stadium

Summary Report of Proceedings of the Legislative
Council held on 28th September 2011.
1.

The following papers were laid on the table;-

(a)

Financial Secretary
i.

Montserrat Financial Services Commission Financial Statements for the year ended 31st
December 2010;

ii.

S R & O No. 30 of 2011
			

- Customs Duties and Consumption Tax (Lenjoy 		
Construction) (Exemption) Order 2011;

iii. S R & O No. 31 of 2011
			

- Customs Duties and Consumption Tax 			
(The Umpire) (Exemption) Order 2011;

iv.

S R & O No. 32 of 2011
- Proceeds of Crime (Non-Financial Service 		
				 Providers) (Fees) Regulations 2011;

v.

S R & O No. 37 of 2011

- Info-Communications (Fees) Rules 2011;

vi. S R & O No. 39 of 2011
- Customs Duties and Consumption Tax (Benjamin
				 Tonge) (Exemption) Order 2011;
(b) Attorney General
S R & O No. 33 of 2011

-Proclamation Proroguing the Legislative Council;

S R & O No. 34 of 2011
-Proclamation appointing a session of the 		
		 Legislative Council;
S R & O No. 35 of 2011

S R & O No. 36 of 2011
-Info-Communications Access to Facilities 		
		Regulations 2011;

Kerry Skepple takes the
magic kick

S R & O No. 38 of 2011

Governor and Premier threats
cont’d. from page 5

He noted that regional politicians told him he would be committing political suicide, but he need
not bother as he can live outside of politics. “I want that message to reverberate. Decisions I make
in government are not about Ruben Meade and his survival, it is about Montserrat, the growth of
Montserrat, development of Montserrat; I can survive outside of government.”

If you are Interested and You Need More Information. Contact Anna Fores
Email: (fanna1012@gmail.com)

-Info-Communications (Applications and Forms) 		
Rules 2011;

S R & O No. 40 of 2011
-Proclamation Declaring Tuesday 27th September,
		2011 as the Commencement Date of the 		
		Montserrat Constitution Order 2010.
2.

The First, Second and Third Readings of the following Bill took place
‘Supplementary Appropriation (No. 2) Bill 2011’
This Bill seeks to sanction certain payments from the Consolidated and Development Funds
in excess of the sums provided by the law for the services of the Government of Montserrat
for the period ending ont he thirty first day of March 2012.

Bookkeeper/Office Help/Account Manager/ Sales Rep Need
We Need office help keeping books in small office....Must be proficient in QuickBooks,
bank reconciliation, payroll and Account. Send resume with cover letter OR a Letter,
need to start immediately
Skills
* Very accurate data entry skills		
* Quick books a must
* A minimum of a years experience		
* Knowledge of excel and word
Requirements:
* Loyal, dedicated, self-motivated team worker * Excellent work ethics and attitude
* Extremely dependable and committed
* Report to work on time

-Info-Communications Interconnection 			
Regulations 2011;

This Bill was passed with no amendments.
3.

The First Reading of the following Bill took place:

‘Info-Communications Development (Amendment) Bill 2011’
		
First Reading 			
- 28th September 2011
		
Bill that had their first readings can be read in their entirety at any of the following places:

The Government
Website
www.gov.ms
Judith C Baker
Clerk of Councils

Legislature Department
#1 Farara Plaza
Brades
Montserrat

Legal Department
Valley View
Brades
Montserrat

Public Library
BBC Complex
Brades
Montserrat
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‘Scrappy’ was great at
2011 ‘LitFest’ of the Word
Signals greatness for 50th
Anniversary Festival
A review by David Edgecombe

come out of Montserrat over the years. He
The Cultural Centre in Montsersaid, “We’re planning
rat holds 500 people, but when Scrapto package as many
py bounced onto the stage on Friday
of them as we can for
November 11, there were only five of
the 50th Anniversary
us in the auditorium. (Okay, allow for
of the Festival next
some exaggeration, but not much). For
year.”
the next two hours, he performed as
I said, “Wonderif we were 5,000 fans energizing him,
ful. I hope you’re also
whipping him on.
going to bring back
It was an incredible feat! And by
Lord Alfredo from Lontime he got to his Last Lap jam with
don, in recognition of
its nod to Arrow, “Aaaaaarrrrroooow!
his contributions to the
Ah calling you, Aaaaaarrrrroooow!”
road-march.”
the five of us felt like 5,000. Last Lap
He said, “We’re
is clearly Scrappy’s hot number for
hoping to do that and
Festival 2011 and it’s already starting
much more. We want
to burn up the place.
to bring back all the
Like Arrow, Scrappy is not big in
stature, he’s big in voice. He’s a tenor, Garvin ‘Scrappy’ Johnson and Pops old kings as well. We
want the 50th to be
Morris
a strong tenor and he knows exactly
what to do and what he’s doing with
from the airport to a welcome party a grand affair. We’re even hoping
his voice all the time. He varied his
Governor Adrian Davis was holding for that with proper treatment Raydio
pitch effortlessly, now a whisper, now
the participants. From there we went will be able to sing.” Both Raydio and
a scream, now a growl, and he never
to the Cultural Center for the opening Lord “Sarlfish” Alfredo suffer from
lost control once.
of the Festival and the launching of mental illness. I don’t know about Lord
He occupied the stage. His
two new books, Behind God Back, Alfredo’s current condition but Raydio,
favorite stance is facing the audience,
the latest volume of poetry by Howard who still lives on Montserrat, is almost
body at a slight angle one foot in front
Fergus, and The Ill Concepts of the totally incapacitated.
of the other rocking backward on
Caribbean Woman – “eleven chapters
As Pops was singing the Sword
forward like a stallion raring to go. As
of entwining social stigmas” – by Jo- Man, Tabu materialized on stage and
the tempo built he would get on the
Annah Richards, her first book.
Pops gladly gave him the mic. Again,
back foot making a quick action like
The book launch was followed by no doubt a nod to those mystic calypa pace bowler delivering a ‘cut-troat’.
the music concert featuring Scrappy. sonians from the North: Raydio, Tabu
Then he would erupt on stage belting
It was a long day, but I stayed to and Rabo who added their own unique
out lyrics at rapid-fire pace. Only when
hear Scrappy. I had seen him perform flavor to the annual collection of Festihe slowed the band down saying “hold
just once before about eight or ten val songs in the 70s and 80s.
de cord, dey fu me, hold it right dey,”
years ago and thought he was the most
Tabu told me his 2011 Festival
I’m able to catch most of the lyrics,
exciting calypsonian to immerge from songs were released at the end of Ocsome of which are clever.
Montserrat in a long time. I wanted to tober and one of them is number one on
With the band muted, the tempo
see what he had going.
ZJB Radio. He composed all the songs,
at a crawl he launched into Always
Premier Reuben Meade was played all the music and recorded the
Home. It is a ballad, an anthem of sorts
among the five of us there. The band, tracks at his own studio. More than
for Montserratians forced by an angry
Volcanics opened with a reggae version that, he said most of the calypsonians
volcano to roam the world:
of Bob Dylan’s Knocking on Heavens are ready to release. Clearly, dem guys
No matter where I go
Door. It was a very tight, gutsy ver- ain’t makin’ joke.
No matter where I roam
sion that signaled this might not be
But the night belonged to ScrapTell dem I say da Montserrat’s
a wasted night. Then Everton “Pops” py, giving his all to his audience of
my home
Morris took the stage to belt out a five. He was in the music. He was in
Even if they take me to the lands
number of tunes. I was pleasantly his zone. In his head 50,000 people
unknown
surprised because I know Pops as a had to have been jamming along with
Tell them I say that Montserrat’s
primo graphic artist and painter but him. I’d love to be in ‘Strat next month
my home
not as a singer.
when he’s rocking a real hot and ready
As the band moved on to the audience pointing up to the sky with
They can offer car and house and
opening riff of Raydio’s “The Sword him, shouting, “Aaaaaarrrrroooow! Ah
plenty jewelry,
Man,” Pops said, “This is for David calling you…”
Don’t cry because I’m coming
Edgecombe, who would remember it
Post Script
back
well,” a nod no doubt to the fact that
After the show I tried to buy
I’m coming back
years ago I produced Festival Hits some of Scrappy’s CDs. He said he
I’m coming back…
Vol. I, the album on which the song didn’t have any. I asked how could
When he was done, his audience
appears.
that be? He said Customs charges him
of five was transfixed. I wanted to
The Premier leaned over to me 45% duty on CDs, so he can’t afford
run go chose my house spot and start
and said, “Would you believe that song to bring them in.
making plans for coming back.
is over 20 years old and still soundClearly, if this is true, it’s not
It was some night. I had arrived
ing so fresh?” This festival actually good for the advancement of the
earlier from St. Thomas for the Almarks the 31st anniversary of The artist, nor of the art form. And this is
liougana Festival of the Word where I’m
Sword Man.
a resource we should be bending over
giving a presentation called Obeah in
I told the Premier it’s amazing backwards to develop.
Old Story Time, and was taken straight
the amount of good songs that have
Premier Ruben, ah calling you…
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